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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



HIGHLIGHTS
• We had two days visit to Sathya Sai Trust at 

Chickballapur District on the feasibility 
study discussions. 

• Under Ekam Foundation and Ekam USA project, 
some required equipment was donated to 

Mysuru Cheluvamba Hospital.

• A demo session was organized for donated 
equipment at Cheluvamba Hospital team and 

our vendor from Bangalore had given the session.

• Under Direct Medical Support, this month,
3 babies were supported at Rangadore 

Hospital-NICU ward.

HOSPITAL VISIT
Some equipment required by Mysuru Cheluvamba Hospital 
was donated under Ekam Foundation and Ekam USA project
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Ekam Foundation-Ekam USA equipment’s 
donation to Cheluvamba Hospital, Mysuru.

Equipment installation and demo session 
at Cheluvamba Hospital, Mysuru

SUCCESS STORIES

Baby of Maheshwari was born on 18th 
September in RANGADORE hospital as an 

extreme preterm baby at 26+4 weeks with 
weight of 880g. The baby’s family being 

poor could not afford the treatment at 
critical care so the hospital team requested 

and got Ekam’s financial support.
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Baby of Jayalakshmi, at the age of 2 and a half 
months, was admitted in NICU RANGADORE 

hospital with diagnosis as failure to thrive. The 
baby’s father being an accountant earned a 

salary of Rs. 20,000 only per month and so could 
not afford the treatment cost in critical care 

service. The hospital team felt they needed Ekam’s 
support and so they referred. Thus the baby got 

very good treatment at NICU and got discharged.

Baby of Anu was born on 26th September in 
RANGADORE hospital and was diagnosed with 

term/A&A/Sever MAS/Early onset sepsis/ 
Hypertension and so was referred to NICU. The 

baby’s father was a driver with a salary of Rs. 12,000 
per month and baby’s mother was a housewife. As 
they could not afford the treatment at critical care, 

the hospital team suggested Ekam’s support and 
they referred. The baby is still undergoing treatment.


